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PREPARATION
Place an Ink supply bottle to the back of the machine and insert
the ink supply tube into the bottle.
Plug in the plug and the machine will be ready to start filling .
Now, The machine is ready to fill the cartridges. Before filling the
cartridges, be sure that they are empty. If not, evacuate the remaining
ink from cartrdige.
This machine is desinged to only fill FRESH CARTRIDGES (you can
also fill non-fresh cartridges using a steam generator before filling)

Strictly recommended : Before filling the cartridges we
recommend you to clean the printheads of the cartridges by a steam
genarator. It will help you to fill the cartridges easily and will open the all
clogged or dried printheads, So, your success rate will inscrease

To Order Call: +90 312 417 72 75

26/29/14 FILLING

Mode
Switch

Place the cartridge in to the 26/29/14
filling station.

Flip the mode switch to 26/29/14 filling
position.

Adjust the timer around
2.20(2minutes,20seconds)
and pressurizng
9seconds.
Push to the filling button
to start filling process.

Note : If necessary adjust
the filling preiod for the
different filling volumes.

Note: Evacuation Start/Stop button is disabled in MS-29/45 model.

To Order Call: +90 312 417 72 75

15/45 FILLING

Mode
Switch

Place the cartridge in to the 15/45 filling
station.

Flip the mode switch to 15/45 filling position.

Adjust the timer around
2.20(2minutes,20seconds)
and pressurizng
9seconds.
Push to the filling button
to start filling process.

Note : If necessary adjust
the filling preiod for the
different filling volumes.

Note: Evacuation Start/Stop button is disabled in MS-29/45 model.

To Order Call: +90 312 417 72 75
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TUBE REPLACEMENT OF MOTORS

